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This invention relates to; mechanical move 

mentsand more particularly to a mechanism for 
converting or changing movement of one kind 
into, movement of; another. In» its-‘more intense 

.5 aspect it is directedto the inter-conversion of 
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rotary and linear or reciprocatory vmotions. 
In order that a clearer perception of the present 

invention may be had,’ it is known, that various 
means havebeen devised from time to time for 
converting rotary motion into linear motion, or 
vicev versa, depending upon the relative location 
of the driving and driven elements in the mecha 
nism, The'present invention isdirectedimore 
especially to that-type of mechanism innwhich 
the relative rotative movement of one part, for 
example, produce a multiple ; of that move 
ment in a reciprocatory manner of‘ the other 
member. '7 » e = Y 7 , ; 1‘ 

Accordingly, one of the objects of the present 
invention; is to provide a simple and practical 
mechanical vmovement of the above generalcharé 
acter,_having relatively few parts which may be. 
inexpensively manufactured and assembled. V 

' A further object is to providea mechanism of 
the above ‘character in which the motive ,means 
may be‘ applied: to either of the two main parts 
for producing a driven movement ‘of the other. 
A further, object is to provide mechanism of 

the last above-mentioned‘ character, in which the 
parts are sot-positioned and-arranged as to pro 
duce an even‘ torque on one part when acted 
upon by the’other'. . v r _ ~- », ‘ 

A'further object is to provide areliable and 
e?icient mechanism which will be durable in con-4 

\ struction’; and substantially frictionless in oper 

ation.;_‘. P v , . Other objects will be in‘ part obvious fromIthe 

annexed ‘drawings and in part hereinafter indi 
cated in v‘conr'iection therewith by the following 

analysis of this invention. _ r v . ' ' 'Thisinvention accordingly consists in the fea 

tures. of construction, combination .of parts ‘and 
in the [unique relation of the‘members and in the 
relative proportioning and disposition thereof, all 

7 as more completely outlined herein. ‘ I To enable others skilled in the art to comprer 

hend fullyjthe underlying features of thisqine 
vention that they may embody thevsame by the 
numerous modi?cations in structure and relation 
contemplated by the invention, drawings depict 
ing an preferred form of the invention have been 
annexedias part of this disclosure, and in such 
drawings like characters of ‘ reference denote'corA 
responding parts throughout all of the views, in, 

~which.—h ‘ r , _ 
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‘ Thomas 0. Liles, Dallas, Tex”; assiiznor' 't'o' Lile ‘. 
" ‘motor Corporatiofh,5‘Dallas,'"Tex., arcorp'oration 

(o1; 74;57)* ‘ , , A . .. . . 

_Fig.,1 isv a; sectional elevational view illustrate; 
ing one form or embodiment of the device; y 1‘ V i - 

. "Fig. ,2 is a transverse sectional viewtaken sub 
stantially; onthe line~2—2v;of<Fig. 1; » ‘z ' 

Fig. '3 is a ,perspective'viewjof ‘the two main 
elements, partly in section or-partly broken away; 

Fig. 4 .is-aédevelopment of. one of ,thejcyline 
drical members _, showing the relative :shape-and 

location of; the‘grooves, four in number; _ Fig. 51 is a diagrammatie'or. schematic ‘view 

showing successive positions on-the vcenter lines 
of two cooperating camgrooves, one-on the inner 
or rotating member and the other on the outer 
or reciprocating member and their relative‘ posi-v 
tions after having traversedgthrough j successive 
quadrants or periods'of'motion; ‘ c ‘ ~ .~ i v 

t Fig.‘ e. illustrates a modi?cation ofjrthe mecha 

nismshownvin Fig. '1_._:_-; (-1 .7 _ ;j i I‘ It is unnecessary to go'in‘to'; the numerous 

applications and. uses of a-“mMechanical‘move 
ment 'oflthis character; in fact,‘._it;can beused in 
almost any mechanism or‘ machine where move 
ment of one kind is adapted to ,be converted into 
movement of another kindwhereinj these move-v 
ments. are of rotary and reciprocatory character.v 

_ In Fig. 1 wherein is illustrated in its simplest 
formj one embodiment ,of; thesinvention, let, it 
bev assumed that loo-indicates an, outer cyline 
drical ‘sleeve’ conveniently secured againstrota 
tion,;~which, for convenienc_e,jwill be- termed-the 
driving ‘member, while 11‘v indicates a shaftceng . . 
trally and- telescopicallydisposed with‘respect to, 
the sleeve 10 and having keyed thereto,~as at'12,-; » I 
a fly wheel 13 or the likefrom whichrpoweris' 
delivered. Associated with the sleeve 10 aregtwo 
rods 114' which are ,connected to‘ any suitable 
source of?powenrsuchras a gas or-steam; engine , 
cylinder, for producing j reciprocation’ ‘ g of :thef 
sleeve; and this sleeve-is adapted-35 through" cam 
mechanism hereinafter: described,,?to~~cause a‘ 
rotary movement of the shaft lland'the'driven 
fly wheel 13. 'Conversely,: the ?y wheel 13 may 
be driven, fromany suitable source of power,such 
as a motor, thereby’to produce a reciprocatory 
movement ofthe parts‘14.>j »' ' ' ' ~ ‘ 

_ For convenience of assembly, the sleeve v10 
may be formed of two ormorepartsipermitting 
of ‘readyassembly about thetshaft'll and ‘over. . . 

balls 20,-‘;hereinafter referred to; , :Thisa sleeve 
reciprocatesupon the shaft llwand is'provided 
with an outer member 15: adapted 'to be ‘slipped 
endwise over‘ the sleeve tolabut a collar 16 atone 
endand to be held in locked. position bysmea'ris 
ofe'annulus 17. Theinternalidiameter of the" 
sleeve 10 is preferably slightly larger than the 
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2 
external diameter of the shaft 11, although the 
parts may be of substantially the same diameter, 
making such allowances as may be necessary for 
working clearance. By having a slight difference 
in the diameter as herein indicated, there is pro 
vided room for a spacing member 18 of relatively 
thin sheet metal, thereby to carry or hold a 
plurality of ball or roller bearings 20. These 
bearings are also applied equidlstantlyabout the 
shaft, thereby to hold the shaft and sleeve proper 
ly centered, and the balls or rollers when so , 
positioned provide an even and uniform‘trans 
mission of power from one’ to the other,freefrom 
tortional strains. The spacing. member orxballl 
retainer 18 may be cylindrical in- shape a’s'shown 
more clearly in Fig. 2. ‘ 
There is indicated at 21 a supporting frame of . 

any desired character, depending upon the‘ use to ' 
which the mechanical movement is put, and the 
shaft 11 is provided with bearings 22 and rollers 
v23 thereby “to eliminate'friction as muchnas 
possible. I‘ " v ' ~ ' s ,‘1 

The internal surface ofthe sleeve mnem 
vided with a series of cam grooves 24 substan 
tially hemispherical ‘ in crosslse'ction, [and in 
which balls or rollers are adapted to have'rela 
tive'movement. These grooves extend entirely 
around the'inner-surf-ace of‘the sleeve, thereby 
to have a wave-like motion ‘as 'more‘ clearly 
shown in Fig 4, illustrating ‘a development of 
these'grooves. The external su-‘rface'of the shaft 
11 is also provided with "complementary or con 
acting grooves ‘25 which are similar in size and 
shape except for such changes as may be neces~ 
sary due to differences in the internal and ex 
ternal diameters of ‘the sleeve‘ and shaftrespec 
tively, but theselgro'oves are operatively opposite 
ly positioned as clearly appears in either Fig. 1 
or Fig. 8', or Fig; 5. " . ' ‘ _’ 

As shown in _'Fig. 5, illustrating the relative 
position of a ‘single wave of each of these grooves 
24 and 25 as the shaft rotates with respect to the 
reciprocatorymovement‘of the sleeve 10, for ex 
ample, we ?nd that-the rollers or balls drift 
laterally back and forth as one part reclprocates 
to cause rotation of the other, or the grooves in 
the two main members ‘cooperate with the inter 
posed roller resulting in a ‘progressive recipro 
catory movement of the ‘sleeve as the shaft 
rotates twice the relative movement of the rollers, 
or vice versa, When the rollers reach thecre‘st 
of the cam grooves, then an opposite movement 
of the reciprocating member occurs causing con 
tinued rotative ‘movement of the shaft, thus com 

Referring'now particularly to'Figure 5 in which 
groove 2430f the reciprocating element ‘10 is repre 
sented by'the line of dashes and its position at 
one‘ end of reciprocative movement as illustrated 
in the ?gure as 24a, it will travel in the direction 
of the double pointed arrow to a position indi 
cated-as 24b, 24c and 24d‘ in one direction, then 
in reversea like distance.» In Figure 5 it will be 
noted that the movement laterally of sleeve 10 
is equal to twice vthe distance between a line 
drawn through the apices or points of the grooves. 
The ‘full line represents the groove '25 of the 
shaftill, it being noted that forrpurposes'of a 
simple and clear idescription'o‘f the relative action 
between the parts‘a single groove each is shown. 
It will be further noted that along ‘the groove 24 
from 2442 to 241‘ is one-half of a single groove 24. 
Likewise the distance from 25a to 25b is one 
half of groove'25, the two points '25avand 25b 
being-on opposite sides of shaft-11. ‘ ' ‘ ' 
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. Starting with ball 20 .at 24e of groove 24, as 
that groove moves toward position 241) the ball 
will travel along groove 24 in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow pointing along groove 24 
from point 246 and will travel along groove 25 
from point 246 in the direction of the arrow along 
that groove from point 24c, but will drift in the 
direction of rotation of shaft 111, also in the di 
rection of movement of sleeve.'10,.solthat when 
sleeve 10 has brought groove 24 to the position 
indicated at 241), shaft 11 will have been caused 
to rotate and groove 25 will occupy the position 
indicated as 250 by the XXX line, and ball 20 
will} then-occupy .> position 20a. As sleeve 10 
qbri-ngs groove‘. 24~to the position indicated at 24c, 
shaft 11 willlhave been caused to rotate in the 
direction of the arrow 25 and groove 25 will oc 
cupy a position directly facing groove 24, in 
which position on the Fig. 5, 25a coincides with 
24c and 25b coincides with 24]‘, and ball 20_ oc 
'cupies the position indicated at 202). ' When sleeve 
10 movestof-theend of its stroke indicated at 
124d, ball 20 will-then occupy the position v20c‘, 
‘shaft 11‘ having been rotated one-half ‘revolution, 
the point 25a now occupying the position ‘shown 
as 251), Fig. ‘5, while'ball ‘20 has moved about the 
shaft 11 a distance equal to one-quarter of ‘its 
circumference and‘ has moved laterally of sleeve 
10 a distance of one-half of the distance of the 
travel of sleeve 10. ‘ " - ' ' V 

' On the return stroke of ‘the sleeve 10, the shaft 
continuing to rotate in its same " direction, the 
~bal'1v'20 from point 200 will take the direction 
along groove 25 indicated by the arrow along ‘the 
groove '25 at 20c and along groove 24 as indicated 
by the arrow along groove 24 at point 200." When 
groove 24 has returned to the position‘ indicated 
at 24c, groove 25 again has moved into a position 
opposite thereto and ball v20 has'moved into the 
position 2011, and moveson to position ‘20c at 
the end of the stroke returning sleeve 10 to its 
original p'osition,,while shaft 11 has been caused 
to rotate another one-half revolution and'points 
25a and 25b occupy their original respective po 
sitions. ‘ ' - 

It will be noted that while sleeve 10 has com 
pleted two strokes or cycles and returned to its 
original'position, shaft l1 has been caused to 
rotate one complete revolution and'ball'2v0‘has 
moved to a point with relation to shaft 11 ex, 
a-ctly opposite from its starting point.' , ' i _' 
With two balls 20 in grooves 24 and 25,‘ one 

each at 24c and 24)‘, their actions'woui'd coincide 
throughout and the ballat'point‘ 24c would arrive 
at 24)‘, and the‘ ball 20 originally at 24]‘ would 
arrive at 24c on one complete revolution of 
shaft 11. ' _ ' I 

It of course is readily understood that any 
number of grooves 24 and 25 may be employed 
as desired and that the ‘action of balls 20 would 
be the same in‘ each groove. Also that the num 
ber o‘f'points in the grooves may be ‘varied to 
effect any rotation of the shaft desired relative 
to‘the‘reciprocating action of the ‘sleeve. 
While I have "described in detail the*acti‘on_of 

my mechanical movement when the sleeve‘ is re 
ciprocated, while secured vagainst rotation, to 
cause rotation of the shaft, the balls act identi 
cally‘in imparting reciprocatory motion to the 
sleeve should the shaft be rotated. ' 
The inertia of the moving parts tends to free 

the balls from dead‘centers at ‘the end of the 
stroke of they reciprocative element. ’ 
These grooves, as herein shown, are substan 

tially 0f. the harmonic'motion type having ‘uni; 
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formly accelerated, and retarded end motions in 
order to‘ prevent shocks whenathe direction of 
.motionfof one_member,-that is, thereciprocat 
‘ing sleeve, for example, changes, in order to ob 
tain a gradual change of ‘velocity of the sleeves 
atxthe ends of "the period‘ of movement and to 
‘give a‘uniformrotative movement of the shaft 
when‘ and if the shaft is the driven jgmember. 
Conversely, if the shaft is the'driven member, 
thiswould probably be operated at a uniform rate 
of speed as by amotor, for example, in which case 
the sleeve may be. reciprocated withoutpounding 
at'tthe ends of its stroke. Modification of the 
grooves, however, and thekresulting movement 
may be employed to'cause a pounding if actually 

I a,‘ - “ _. p‘, 7 - , I‘ * i 

noted/that vtherollerfmeans or balls 20am of “the 
freely ?oa'ting type as distinguished frommecha 
msmstiof this broad general character where-the 
rollers; occupies a relatively ?xed position with 
respect. to one. of the members. This reciproca 
tive' movement, which'is more apparent in Fig. 

' 5, .fisiequal'to twice the movement heretofore _ pro 
'duced where the-roller occupied a fixed position. 
This ratio’ obviously may be modi?ed by a modi 
?cation of the cams, as for example, to produce 
twice the number of reciprocations relative‘ to 
the number of rotations of the other main mem 
ber by simply increasing the number of waves. 
T‘ In Fig.’ 6 there is illustrated diagrammatically 
a‘ modi?cation ‘in which the sleeve member (30 
is provided with a ?y wheelv or gear~31 thereby 
to produce a rotation of the sleeve and a conse 
quent reciprocation of theiinternallmember or 
part 32, heretofore called the shaft. This ele 
ment maybe connected as by'means'of a piston 
rod‘ 33, provided with a piston 34 traversing in 
any form of cylinder 35. Likewise,‘ if motive 
means is applied “to the piston 34 to cause a re 
ciprocation of the part 32, then '31 becomes-the 
driven member'and delivers rotation. _ 
'7 ‘From the above it will be seen, with particular 
reference to Fig; 5 showing developed but one 
wave in each member, that in operation, as one 
member rotates, the ball or roller 20 is carried 
relatively up one‘ cam ‘incline and relatively 
down the other cam incline, thereby drifting 
gradually towards one side and then the other, 
which'causes a progressive lateral and multiple‘ 
movement of the other member as the ?rst mem--' 
ber rotates. ' U ' 

“From the foregoing it will be seenthat the 
‘ present invention contemplates 'a ‘simple and 

(30 

practical mechanical 'movement. well adapted to 
accomplish among others all of ‘the objects and 
advantages herein set forth.‘ The device is strong 
and-durable in construction and has relatively 
few parts which may be easily manufactured and 
quickly assembled. The device is equally appli 
cable to a rotary driving or driven member, or to 
a reciprocating driving or driven member. In 
either case the relative movement of one mem 
ber is a multiple of the relative movement of the 
other, asvdistinguished from prior devices of this 
general character. 
Without further analysis the foregoing will so 

fully reveal the gist of this invention that others 
can by applying current knowledge readily adapt 
it for various applications without omitting cer 
tain features that, from the standpoint of the 
prior art, fairly constitute essential characteris 
tics of the generic or speci?c aspects of this in 
vention, and therefore such adaptations should 
and are intended to be comprehended within the. 

In=this ‘mechanism, it is particularly its/be. 

3 
meaningiand rangeof equivalency. of theifollovw.i 
ing claims. . p: " 'I'I 'claimi . ’ 

' i I.‘ A, mechanism 

driving and'adriven member, gm of which may 
be a grooved sleeve an'd‘the otheria grooved 

‘ for converting movement .of, 
‘one kind‘into movement of. another; includingqa .. 

shaft, and"~means. operatively connecting ‘said . 
parts including a ?oating roller in the grooves 
whereby as one member rotates‘the. other r64 
ciprocates. ' ’ ' , " ' ' ' " 1.. ' 

' . 25A mechanism for converting. movement-80f 
one kind into movement of another, includingia 
driving memberand a- driven member,‘v one-70f 
which ‘may be'a' grooved sleeve'and the other a 
grooved. shaftgand means ‘operatively connect 
.lin‘g' s'aid’parts including ai?‘oating roller‘. infthe‘ 
grooveslwherebylas one member rotates theoth'er 
reciprocat'es, said ?oating rolleri'a'nd grooves ‘per-A 
mitting .a‘1 relative movement of onev member 
e'quaL-to" a‘ multiple 
the other}? W _ - >_~ ‘ 

'3. A mechanism‘for ‘converting movement of 
one kind‘ into‘movem'ent of another,v including a , 
driving member'and; a driven"member,fo'ne¥of 
which may be a grooved sleeve and the omega 
grooved shaft, and means ‘operatively connecti 
ing said parts including a ?oatingroller ‘in-(‘the 
grooves whereby as one member‘ ‘rotates the other 
reciprocates,‘ said grooves being of the harmonic‘ 
motion type. p '- ' ~ ’ 

i 4-. A méchanism'for converting movement‘of 

of a a developed movementl‘tof ' 

10 

20: 

one kind into’ movement-‘of ‘another, including‘a . 
driving member and a driven memberf-one‘o'f 
which may be agrooved sleeve and the other a ' 
grooved shaft, and means operatively ‘connecting 
said parts including -a l?oatingYro'ller'i'in 'the 
grooves whereby as one member rotates the other 
reciprocates, said grooves‘beingv of the harmonic 
motion type with portions giving uniformly ac 
celerated and retarded changes in velocity of the 
member having a change in its direction of ‘mo 
tion. ' W ~ ‘ ‘ ' 

5. A‘ mechanism for: [converting movement of 
one kind into movement of another, including a /' 
driving member‘an'd ‘a driveny'membery one‘y'onf 
which ‘may be a grooved sleeve and the other a 
grooved shaft, and means operatively connecting 
said parts including a ?oating roller in the 
grooves whereby as’ one member rotates the other I 
reciprocates, said ?oatingroller-and groovesfper 
mitting a relative movement of‘one member equal 
to a multiple of a developed'movement ‘ofjthe 
other, said grooves being of the harmonic'motion 
type. - ‘j ‘Y ' V “ 

6. A mechanism for converting ‘movement of 
one, kind‘ into movement of another, including‘i‘a 
driving member‘ and a driven member, one: of 
which may be a grooved sleeve and the other 
a grooved shaft, and means operatively connect 
ing said parts including a ?oating roller in the 
grooves whereby as one member rotates the other 
reciprocates, said ?oating rollerand grooves per 
mitting a relative movement of one member equal 
to a multiple of a devolped movement of the other, 
said grooves being of the harmonic motion type 
with portions giving vuniformly accelerated and 
retarded changes in velocity of the member hav 
ing a change in its direction of motion. 

7. Apparatus for the inter-conversion of rotary 
and linear motion consisting of a pair of tele 
scoping main members having their adjacent 
surfaces of cylindrical shape provided with co 
acting grooves, a ?oating rotarymember engag 
ing with the grooves whereby upon linear move 
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ment of one of the main members the other will 
be caused to rotate. V ‘ ' 

8. Apparatus for the inter-conversion of ro 
tary and linear motion consisting of a pair of 
telescoping main members having their adjacent 
surfaces of cylindrical shape provided with ‘co 
acting grooves partially in registry, ?oating r0‘ 
tary members equidistantly spaced of the main 
members engaging with the grooves whereby 
upon linear movement of one of the main mem 
bers the other will be caused to rotate, and means 
securing the, ?oating rotary members longitudi 
nally of the main members. " ‘ . ‘ 

. 9. A mechanism for converting movementof 
one kind into movement of another, including a 
driving member and a driven member. one of 
which maybe a grooved sleeve and the other a 
grooved. shaft, and means operatively-connect? 
ing said parts including a ?oating roller in the 
grooves whereby as one member rotates the other 
reciprocates, the groovesin each of the driving 
and driven members being plural in number and 
having a plurality of rollers in each groove. 

10. A mechanism for converting movement of 
one kind; into movement of another, including a 
driving member andv a driven member, one of 
which may be a grooved sleeve and, the other a 
grooved shaft, and means operatively connecting 
said parts ‘including, a ?oating roller in the 
grooves whereby as one member rotates the other 
reciprocates, each of the driving and driven mem 
bers having a plurality of grooves and a plurality 
ofrollers in each groove, and a spacer interposed 
between the driving and driven members for 
holding the rollers in relative position. , 

1,1. A mechanism forconverting movement of 
one kind into movement of another, including a 
driving member and a driven member, one of 
which may be a grooved sleeve and the other a 
grooved shaft, and means operatively connect 
ing said parts including a ?oating roller in the 
grooves whereby as one member rotates the other 
reciprocates, said ?oating roller and grooves per 
mitting a relative movement of onemember equal 
to a multiple of a developed movement of the 
other, each of the driving and driven members 
having a plurality of grooves and a plurality of 
rollers in each groove. , 

12. A mechanism for converting movement of 
one kind into movement of another, including a 
driving member and a driven member, one of 
which maybe a grooved sleeve and the other a 
grooved shaft, and means operatively connecting 
said parts including a ?oating roller in the grooves ‘ 
whereby as one member rotates the other recip 
rocates, said?oating roller and grooves permit 
ting a relative movement of one member equallto 
a multiple of a developed movement'of the other, 

1,985,901 
each of the driving and driven members having 
a plurality of grooves and a plurality of rollers 
in each groove, and a spacer interposed between 
the d'riving‘and driven members for holding the 
rollers in‘ relative position. 

13. Apparatus for the inter-conversion of ro 
tary and linear motion consistingof a pair of 
telescoping main members having their adjacent 
surfaces of cylindrical contourprovided with co 
asting grooves,va ?oating rotary member engag 
ing'with the grooves whereby upon linear move 
ment of one'of the main members the other will 
be caused to rotate, each of the driving and driv 
en members having a plurality of grooves and a 
plurality of rollers in each groove. 

14. Apparatus for the inter-conversion 0! r0 
tary and lineanmotion consisting of a pair of 
telescoping main members having their adjacent 
surfaces of cylindrical shape provided with co 
acting grooves,.a ?oating rotary member‘ engag 
ing with‘ the ‘grooves whereby upon linear move 
ment of one of the main members the other will 
be caused to rotate, each of the driving and driv 
en members having a plurality of grooves and a 
plurality of rollers in each groove, and a spacer 
interposed between the driving and driven mem 
bers for holding the rollers in relative position. 

15. ‘A mechanism for converting movement of 
one kind into vmovement of another, including 
a driving member and a driven member, one of 
which maybe a grooved sleeve and the other a 
grooved shaft, and means operatively connecting 
said parts including a ?oating roller in the grooves 
whereby as one member rotates the other re 
ciprocates, each of the ‘driving and driven mem 
bers having a plurality of grooves and a plu 
rality of rollers in each groove, and a spacer in 
terposed, between the driving and driven mem 
bers for holding the rollers in relative position 
both longitudinally and circumferentially. 

16. A mechanism for converting movement of ' 
one kind into movement of another, including a 
driving and a driven member, one of which may 
bea grooved sleeve and the other a grooved shaft, 
and means ‘operatively connecting said parts 
including a plurality of balls held circumferen 
tially and longitudinally spaced in the grooves 
whereby as one member rotates the other recip 
rocates. 

17. In a mechanism of the character described, 
in combination, a rotary member, a reciprocating 
member, both of which are provided with grooves 
and a ?oating roller connecting said members 
and traveling in said grooves whereby the rotary 
movement of one is converted into the recipro 
cating movement of the other. 
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